This research focus on adjacency pairs in "Talk Asia" Interview between President SBY with Stevens from CNN. This research had aimed to find out what types of AP and preference structure used in"Talk Asia" Interview between Indonesian President SBY with Stevens from CNN. Qualitative method was used to analyze this research. The researchers take the interview from CNN between Indonesia president SBY with Stevens as the instrument for research. The result found that was four question-answer, two assessment-agreement/disagreement, one request-acceptance/refusal, one farewell-farewell, it means that the dominant type of AP in "Talk Asia" Interview between Indonesia President SBY with Stevens from CNN is question-answer. For preference structure there are two preferred and one dispreferred.
INTRODUCTION
Speaking most commonly do by people everyday. By speaking people can express their feeling, opinion spontaneously. Also, speaking is an activity used by people to communicate. It takes place everywhere and commonly used in our daily activities. When people speak, they interact and use the language to express their ideas, feeling and thought. They also share information to other through communication (Ningtyas, 2014:1) in (Argawati, N. O., & Syahrizal, 2016) . In addition (Brown, 1994; Burns and Joyce, 1997) cited in (Florez, 1999) state that speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information. It is often spontaneous, open-ended, and evolving. Spoken language is a wide subjet and little is known in hard applied mathematics terms of the distribution of various types of speech in people's everyday life. If we list at random a number of different types of spoken language and consider how much of each day or week we spend engaged in each one, we can only roughly guess at some sort of frequency ranking, other than to say that casual conversation is almost certainly the most frequent for most people (McCarthy, 1991) . Some different types of speech might be classroom (classes, seminars, lectures, tutorials), language in action (Talk accompanying doing: fixing, cooking, assembling, demonstrating, etc.), interviews (jobs, journalistic, in official setting).
The researcher takes an interview between Indonesia President SBY with Stevens from CNN as the instrument for research. According to Kvale (1996: 174) in (Alshenqeeti, 2014) an interview is "a conversation, whose purpose is to gather descriptions of the [life-world] of the interviewee" with respect to interpretation of the meanings of the 'described phenomena.'In a similar statement of Schostak (2006: 54) cited in (Alshenqeeti, 2014) adds that an interview is an extendable conversation between partners that aims at having an 'in-depth information' about a certain topic or subject, and through which a phenomenon could be interpreted in terms of the meanings interviewees bring to it. It can be conclude that interview is a conversation that aim at gathering information. The world of conversation has an automatic pattern in the structure of the conversation called adjacency pair. Adjacency pairs is pairs of utterances in talk are often mutually dependent (McCarthy, 1991) a most obvious example is that question predicts an answer, and that an answer presupposes a question predicts an answer, and that and answer presupposes a question. According to (Schegloff & Sacks, n.d.) , the AP are composed a two turn by different speakers with each turn being adjacently placed one after the other. (Schegloff & Sacks, n.d.) (McCarthy, 1991) . According to Levinson (1983:303) in (Bintana, Rukmini, Sofwan, & Semarang, 2018) adjacency pairs are inter-related with the turn-taking system as techniques for selecting a next speaker (especially where an address term is included or the content of the first utterance of the pair clearly isolates a relevant next speaker). Statement from (Yule, 1996) states that the two turns making up the adjacency pairs are relatively ordered distinguish by a first pair part (FPP) and second pair part (SPP). First part that contains {a requestion invitation call for participation|asking|letter of invitation|missive of invitation} or a suggestion is typically made within the expectation that the next part will be an acceptance. An acceptance is structurally being called preference.This research had aimed to find out what types of adjacency pairs and preference structure used in"Talk Asia" Interview between Indonesian President SBYwith Stevans from CNN.
METHOD
This research used qualitative method. In preparing the data the researchers did not only collect tha data but also selected and classified tha data according to particular clssifications that had been prepared. In collecting the data from written sources, the researchers applied read and write technique. The data analysis in this study was done by analyzing the data obtained and then classifying them into two clasifications : the type and preference structure of the adjacency pairs. The data then clasified into the type of AP namely: question-answer, assessmentagreement/disagreement, request-acceptance/refusal, farewell-farewell. Preference structure : preferred and dispreferred.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results
In this part the researchers discuss about types of AP and preference structure in 'Talk Asia" Interiew between Indonesian President SBY with Stevens from CNN. The researchers found four types of AP. There are four data of questions-answers, two data of assessmentagreement/disagreement, one data of request-acceptence/refusal, one data of farewel-farewel. Furthermore in the preference structure there are two data that are one data of preferred and one data of dispreferred. The utterances above are one of types of AP that is question-answer because the first part is asking a question and the second part is answering a question. They talk about economy, stevens wants to know whether the growth of foreign investment in Indonesia sustainable and SBY answers "Yes". He states to maintain sustainability of Indonesian economic growth.
Data II
Data III
The utterances are question-answer adjacency pairs because the first part steven asks how the relations between US and Indonesia then SBY answers that Bilateral relations between the US and Indonesia are in good condition.
Stevens: I've been talking to business people inside and outside of Indonesia. And the one thing they virtually all tell me is that a lack of modern infrastructure is holding back growth in Indonesia. 
Data IV
Stevents asks SBY's opinion about how big the radical movement is, and SBY answers radicalism or extremism has existed for many years in Indonesia. But he can't say how big they are in terms of percentage. These utterances are queastion-answer adjacency pairs. 
Data
The first part Stevents makes assessments that SBY got 90 percent of the vote and he has not spent his political enough. That he has not been bold enough in reforms, in tackling extremism. SBY responds stevents' assessment by saying he got 60 percent of the vote, In terms of the fight against terrorism and radicalism, he thinks he has been very clear about this. He was a target of three assassination attempts, including a bomb aimed to be exploded at my home. He says that he has never doubted or feared in fighting terrorism and radicalism. The SBY's response indicate that he does not agree or accept with Stevents' assessments.
c. Request-Acceptance/Refusal
Data I
The utterances above are request-acceptance adjacency pairs because stevents asks for asking one more question about music and SBY answers go ahead. SBY's response indicate that he does not mind or accept Stevents' request. 
The conversation above is adjacency pairs in the form of farewell-farewell. The conversation happens after a long diaolgue, stevents says farewell to SBY and SBY says farewell to Stevents too. The conversation above contains preferred structure because the first part make assessment about rates Indonesia quite poorly on their corruption index and the second part respond to the assessment , it means that second part contains preferred structure by saying corruption is, indeed, our biggest challenge. My biggest challenge. I have to be frank on that.
The Preference
Data II
The first part make a request by saying can I just ask you one more question and second part responds it. The conversation contains preferred structure because the next part responds to the request by saying go ahead. 
b. Dispreferred
The conversation above contains dispreferred structure because the second part express disagreement toward Stevents' utterances by saying he never doubted or feared in fighthing terrorism and radicalism.
CONCLUSION
After analyzing the data the researcher conclude that there are some types of adjacency pairs happen in "Talk Asia" Interview between Indonesia President SBY with Stevans from CNN that are four question-answer, two assessment-agreement/disagreement, one requestacceptance/refusal, one farewell-farewell, it means that the dominant type of adjacency pairs in "Talk Asia" Interview between Indonesia President SBY with Stevens from CNN is questionanswer. For preference structure there are two preferred and one dispreferred.
